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Penthaus returns to Copacabana this spring and Justin Luke can’t wait to see you at this sexy rooftop bash.
May 16, 2014

By: Mark Dommu (/authors/mark-dommu)

Penthouses are all about exclusivity, and we’ve got some exclusive buzz about the return of BoiParty’s Penthaus. Mastermind Justin Luke is beyond
thrilled for the return of the seasonal rooftop dance and lounge party: “The sun is finally back, which means the boys of New York are ready to get out
of the dark and stuffy underground clubs and into the open air to party. Naturally, BoiParty—my partner Alan Picus, and I—are ready to take back the
iconic rooftop of the legendary Copacabana nightclub.”
“Penthaus was a hit last summer, thanks to its unique accommodations” Luke continues. “The large Hell’s Kitchen rooftop offers the best of both
worlds: a dance club and a rooftop lounge with 360-degree skyline views. We also have the power to open and close the roof in 60 seconds. No matter
what you are looking for, Penthaus has it. [It’s] a laid back social scene in the lounge and an energetic dance party on the main floor. With the mix of
pop and remixes along with some deeper beats as the night goes on, it transports guests from a lounge to a dance club without them having to leave
the building. As for the crowd, it’s a great mix of the gorgeous gay 20-somethings that BoiParty is known for, as well as affluent gay 30-somethings
and many of the Hell’s Kitchen locals. It’s a no-attitude, fun-loving crowd all around.”
Luke and the BoiParty team have made some exciting changes to the party for its relaunch. “We’re now opening at 10pm with an open Stoli bar until
11pm to get the party started right. We will also offer reduced-price Stoli cocktails all night long. And we’re bringing in an exciting mix of pop and
dance DJs including previous Penthaus spinmasters as well as new talent. Our boys can anticipate the beats of everyone from Luis Perez and JonJon
Battles to Johnny Dynell and Sammy Jo. We’ve got a full list of well-known hosts at the ready to host tables starting at the season premiere.”

Penthaus Thursdays at Copacabana Rooftop, 268 W 47th St (btwn Seventh/Eighth Aves). May 22 at 10pm; $10. Visit boiparty.com for more info.
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